PCID: A Novel Approach for Predicting Disease Comorbidity by Integrating Multi-Scale Data.
Disease comorbidity is the presence of one or more diseases along with a primary disorder, which causes additional pain to patients and leads to the failure of standard treatments compared with single diseases. Therefore, the identification of potential comorbidity can help prevent those comorbid diseases when treating a primary disease. Unfortunately, most of current known disease comorbidities are discovered occasionally in clinic, and our knowledge about comorbidity is far from complete. Despite the fact that many efforts have been made to predict disease comorbidity, the prediction accuracy of existing computational approaches needs to be improved. By investigating the factors underlying disease comorbidity, e.g., mutated genes and rewired protein-protein interactions (PPIs), we here present a novel algorithm to predict disease comorbidity by integrating multi-scale data ranging from genes to phenotypes. Benchmark results on real data show that our approach outperforms existing algorithms, and some of our novel predictions are validated with those reported in literature, indicating the effectiveness and predictive power of our approach. In addition, we identify some pathway and PPI patterns that underlie the co-occurrence between a primary disease and certain disease classes, which can help explain how the comorbidity is initiated from molecular perspectives.